
Ping Pong Memories  

So many stories about Becketwood ping pong, but this is my favorite.  We didn’t have a lot 

of space to play, as the exercise room was located where our hair salon is now. Beside the 

ping pong table, an exercise bike, a treadmill and an enclosed Jacuzzi filled the room.  How 

we managed to play ping pong is amazing to me, but we had many really good games there. 

One day we were watching a reall good game when, all of the sudden, we were in complete 

blackness.  We couldn’t see anything.   We sat for awhile waiting for the the lights to come 

back on.   Then someone started to move around and suddenly the lights blazed on.   What 

happened?  Someone had found the light switch and turned it on.   We all were confused  

and started laughing.  The ping pong ball had been smashed so hard that it hit the light 

switch and turned the switch off by itself. 

Note: It was a really small room! 

Nancy Schultz 

Editor’s Note: Nancy moved into Becketwood while it was being built. 



Tai Chi Chin in Nine Words 

Sonja Walker 

 I am so grateful for Carol Mockovak and Vanjie Bratt who started Tai Chi 

Chih at Becketwood and Hidden Falls.  And now Thank You to all the New 

BW  leaders who are also continuing to lead us in Tai Chi outdoors in 

beautiful Fernwood Glen during the rest of colorful October.    I have used 

Tai Chi Chih before as an outlet for creative energy.    Most movements are 

done nine times.  I am using that figure for the number of words used in this 

tribute. 

   Tai Chi Chih  

        Repeated Meditative Movement  

        Balanced Positive Energy 

An old man who lived on the river 

Wanted to protect his liver 

He said that he tried 

To put liquor aside 

But Haskell’s said they would deliver. 

            Mary Theresa Downing 

 

There once were some ladies who weeded 

Their value may well go unheeded 

They work very hard 

And make lovely our yard 

And we all know how much they are needed! 

          Ruth Gaylord 

 

Someday we will like to recall 

Not knowing folks in the hall 

Not much to ask 

To put on a mask 

‘Twas not so bad after all. 

            Mickey Monsen 

 

If you want to submit a limerick to the Breeze, con-

tact Wayne Tellekson Apt 171 teleklier@juno.com 



Across 

1.    Northern city on the lake 

6. To state an opinion 

7. The way things look 

9.    Not you 

10.  Grammatical article denoting a per-

son or a thing 

11.  French word for street 

13.  Doing it on a guitar 

 

Down 

1.    After Nov.3rd? 

2.    Not lowers 

3.    Slang for literature 

4.    Not a divider 

5.    High but sometimes low 

8.    Line where pieces of fabric are sewn 

together 

12.  Beehive state 
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Distance Aid To help Members Estimate 

the Appropriate Social Distancing. 

The Workshop’s electronics group has de-

veloped a virtual yard stick with GPS track-

ing. If the yard sticks touch (virtually) then 

the Members are less than six feet apart 

and they receive a mild warning shock 

(really). If the Members persist in socially 

unacceptable distancing, the shocks in-

crease in intensity until the Members are 

rendered unconscious.  



VOTE! 

FINAL BLOOMS 


